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STATIC LIGHT SCATTERING IN COMBINATION WITH SIZE 
EXCLUSION CHROMATOGRAPHY IS A VALUABLE TOOL 
FOR VERIFYING PURITY OF MONOCLONAL ANTIBOD-
IES (MABS) AS SUCH OR AS A QUICK CHECK WHILE THE 
DOWNSTREAM PROCESSING TAKES PLACE. BESIDES 
FLUORESCENCE DETECTION, LIGHT SCATTERING IS ONE 
OF THE MOST SENSITIVE METHODS TO DETECT PROTEIN 
AGGREGATES. 

As a matter of their size, mAb aggregates produce scattered 
light more efficiently than they absorb UV light at 214 or 
280 nm. Nevertheless, light scattering is not a plug and play 
technique, compared to simple UV detection. This applica-
tion note provides some advice that may help to improve 
the signal to noise ratio and the robustness of the complete 
system. First of all, it is important to keep the whole system 
clean and to refresh the eluent frequently. Buffers without 
sodium azide should be changed daily. At least for protein 
applications, sodium azide does not cause any problems 
in the scattering signal. Therefore it is recommend to add 
0.05 % sodium azide to aqueous buffers in order to prevent 
bacterial growth. When working with organic solvents, 
proper degassing of the eluent is essential. 

However, any eluent, either organic or aqueous needs 
to be filtered thoroughly. Air bubbles and small particles 
will not be detected by UV but will disturb the light scat-
tering signal. Changing in-line filters regularly, as well as 
filtering buffers through a 0.1 µm membrane prevent noisy 
baselines. Detector contamination due to impurities of the 
sample as such appears frequently. In this case, the system 
without the column should be rinsed with water containing 
1 % SDS for 4-5 hours, followed by a quick purging step with 
water and an overnight washing step with a mixture of 20 % 
ethanol 80% water. Against persisting noise the system can 
be flushed with a sample degrading solvent. Proteases for 
instance might help when working with proteins.

Noise generated by the HPLC column can be reduced by 
cleaning the column as described in the manual delivered 
with the column. Overloaded columns also release sample 
molecules independent from retention time, causing a 
noisy and drifting baseline. The TSKgel SWXL series can be 
cleaned efficiently by flushing overnight with 0.1 M Glycine/
HCl buffer pH 3. The system flow rate also affects the noise 
level and should only be changed gradually. Equilibrating 
the column with 4-5 column volumes at operational flow 
stabilizes the baseline. 

Figure 1 
SEC-UV-RI-LS ANALYSIS OF A MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY
Column: TSKgel G3000SWxl, 5 µm, 7.8 mm ID x 30 cm L; 
Flow rate 1 mL/min; Mobile phase: PBS; Inj. volume 20 µl; 
Detection: 90° LS (red), RI (grey) & UV @ 280 nm (blue); 
HPLC System: LC-20A prominence, Shimadzu; MALS 
detector: miniDAWNTM TREOS, Wyatt Technology Corp.
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In fact, static light scattering is a multi-detector measure-
ment. Therefore the concentration source, which is usually 
either UV absorption or the refractive index, is also impor-
tant. Sodium azide absorbs UV at wavelengths typically 
used for protein detection. Hence it is recommended using 
the RI-Signal as source of concentration, also because the 
refractive index increment is approximately the same for 
all proteins. Nevertheless the RI-signal does have disad-
vantages, too. It is prone to solvent peaks, which disable 
measurements of molecules with the same retention time. 
Solvent peaks can be reduced by preparing samples in daily 
refreshed system solvent. Similar to the solvent peak, the 
injection peak is not related to the sample itself. The injec-
tion peak can be decreased by slowing down injection speed.

In general the light scattering instrument is the first to indi-
cate any unsteadiness in the system. System suitability tests 
with a standard sample can be used to check the system 
performance before starting an analysis sequence. Once 
the performance is ensured, an additional light scattering 
detector provides valuable information about the presence 
and structure of protein aggregates and the monomer itself 
as shown in Figure 1.




